GOALS:

1) the simplest SAT-UNSAT transition (→ Chris Moore)
2) the simplest replica calculation (→ Giulio Biroli, Florent Krzakala)
3) illustrate RSB in fully connected models (→ Federico Ricci)
4) connection of SAT-UNSAT and jamming (→ Sid Nagel, Karen Daniels)
5) connection between spin glasses and glasses (→ Giulio Biroli, Gilles Tarjus, Ludovic Berthier)
6) connection with packing problems in large dimensions (→ Henry Cohn)

OUTLINE

A. Perceptron
   1. Definitions
      a. Perceptron
      b. Constraint satisfaction
      c. Stat mech formulation
   2. Replica method
      a. General calculation
      b. Replica symmetric solution
   3. The SAT-UNSAT transition
      a. SAT phase
      b. UNSAT phase
      c. Landscape
      d. Isostaticity
   4. Non-convex perceptron
      a. Full phase diagram and RSB
      b. Geometric interpretation

B. Spheres
   1. Spheres as constraint satisfaction problem
      a. General formulation
      b. Differences: quenched disorder, crystal
      c. The Franz-Parisi potential
   2. Spheres in infinite dimensions
      a. Liquid phase: virial expansion
      b. Results for the transition densities
      c. Out-of-equilibrium: phase diagram and J-line
   3. Criticality of jamming
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